Mental Imagery Checklist
This mental imagery script has a high meaning for me (national events vs. practice point).
Used at least five positive sports psychology words. They are 1) __________ 2) __________, 3) __________,
4) __________ and 5) __________
I have at least three sentences on what I see. They are;
1)
2)
3)
I have at least two sentences on hear. They are;
1)
2)
I have at least two sentences on touch. They are;
1)
2)
I have at least one sentences on taste. It is;
1)
I have at least one sentences on smell. It is;
1)
I have at least one sentences on feel. It is;
1)
I have done a spell check.
I have looked carefully at the general format section of the rubrics and respected each guideline. If there was
something I did not understand, I asked the teacher. I did not simply ignore it because I know I will be donating
points and I am ambitious to get a high mark.
I have included both content and physiological responses such as “I tell myself that this point is important”
and “I am feeling butterflies during this important event”
I feel proud of the work I am going to submit.
I am inspired by my work.
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